
May 21, 1956 

By Messenger May 22 

The Honorable Preseott Bush, 
United States Sonata, 

Washington 25, U. C. 

Bear Senator Sushi 

Attached ia the acaoraadua nhich your Adalnistra-

tire Assistant* David Clarke# requested last week, I think 

it ia satisfactorily in line with your questioning at my 

hearing before the Subcommittee cm Housing of the Senate 

Coamittee on Banking and Currency on May 13. 

Sincerely yours* 

Iftu **£&• Martin, «Jr« 

Inclosure 
RAX:ae 
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COKJflESSIOSAL COfctOSSIOH FOB flS STOUT OF 
LGHG-BAS3E FISCAL FBCiBXS© 

A commission established by Congress to study the long-run fiscal 

problems of the United States should consider the following major problems: 

1. Potential levels of government expenditures in the 

foreseeable future and the ability of the economy 

to sustain such levels. 

2. The proportion of total annual output that might be needed 

to provide public goods and services over the longer run* 

3* State and local versus Federal provision of public 

services and the appropriate role for Federal aid 

in financing State and local government expenditures* 

h* Adequacy of the present tax structure not only for 

future levels of Government expenditures but also with 

reference to its lapact on long-term growth forces in 

the economy. 

5* A re-examination of other aims of fiscal policy. 

(a) Countercyclical potentials, 

(b) Bedistribution of income, 

(c) Promotion of specific economic goals. 

!• Future levels of government expenditures * At the present time 

there is no foreseeable end to the cold war and, consequently, expenditures 

for national security can be expected to remain at high levels for a long 

period of time. In addition to national security, the Federal and State and 

local government has assumed responsibility in many other areas and there is 
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constant pressure for further expansion of government activities. Therefore, 

it would be useful to attempt to project on the baslB of past trends and 

current forces* potential ranges of govensaent expenditures for ten years 

in the future, if not ©ore, in order to estimate the dimensions of the task 

which government siay be asked to aasuiae* the ability of the economy to 

support high and rising levels of Govensaent activity hinges mainly on 

growth in the economy's productive capacity. Potential levels of govenasent 

expenditures must be considered in relation to anticipated levels of total 

output in order to evaluate the feasibility of expansion of government 

provision of goods and services. The capacity of the economy to aaeet the 

emergency of total war also needs to be explored carefully. 

2. Proportion of total annual output appropriately allocated 

to qovcrraaent. A major question facing the American economy is what 

proportion of total annual output over the long run is desirable to devote 

to the public sector. In the absence of a laajor depression, public goods 

and services can be provided only by diversion of resources tram the private 

economy. It is a question of how imich real income is to be realized in the 

form of publicly provided goods and services and how isuch in the form of 

privately provided goods and services. There are some government functions 

which must be supplied collectively~-defense, police, foreign affairs—-

because the Individual cannot purchase these in the private market place. 

In the past, the bulk of nonsecurity functions were performed in the 

private market. In recent years, either for reasons of public safety, 

health, or general welfare, the role of government has expanded. The 

goverutaentaJl share of gross national product over the long run has far-

reaching implications for the organisation of the rest of the econoasy. 
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The longer run goal of govenraent activity should be clarified and the impact 

of such participation in economic activity on the nongovernmental areas 

evaluated * 

3* State and local versus Federal provision of public services* 

The Federal Government is only one supplier of public goods and services. 

The division of labor asong Federal; State and local governments in fur

nishing public services should be examined* Provision of public services 

can never be divorced frost the resources available to the govermaental unit* 

State and local units have limited revenue sources and the revenue base, the 

income and wealth of the State or city, varies widely. Consequently, the 

ability of State and local units to provide public services imist be considered 

as well as the type of service • At tent 1cm should also be given to a simple, 

equitable Beans of establishing satisfactory standards for the most important 

public services in poorer States and communities. In this connection, the 

appropriate role fen* Federal aid in local government activities needs critical 

revlev and appraisal. 

k. Adequacy of yresent tax structure* Attaisaaent of a desired 

level of government activity and the diversion of resources with which to 

do this is not separable from the use of government fiscal powers to promote 

economic stability and growth. For purposes of inquiry, however, it would 

be useful to attempt to measure the adequacy of the present tax structure 

quite apart frora its countercyclical aspects. That is, the present tax 

structure could be looked at with the purpose of trying: (a) to determine 
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whether, if maintained, it will yield enough revenue under norisal conditions 

to meet the potential needs of government; (b) to evaluate the equity of the 

present system; (c) to assess it© impact on incentives on business decisions, 

and on economic growth. 

Tim objective of a study of the tax structure should be to try to 

develop an equitable system that would interfere least in the operation of 

the private economy and still provide sufficient revenue to government. Such 

an ideal solution in reality is unlikely and it jaay be found vhoX the al

ternatives to the present tax structure are less satisfactory for nieeting 

long-run objectives. But the alternatives should be carefully weighed 

against the present system. 

5* Be^exaaination of other alBS of fiscal policy. 

(a) Countercyclical potentials. In order to keep cyclical 

fluctuations scaall, the Federal Government and, to the extent possible, 

State and local units mist use the powers to tax, spend, and borrow to 

proraote economic stability and growth. Recession in economic activity 

over the past eight isonths has pointed up some of the problems of counter

cyclical fiscal policy; others have been laade clear by recurrent inflationary 

pressures since World War II• There is real question whether fiscal policy 

in postwar years has supplecaented other stabilization policies as fully and 

responsively as it might• Ways should be sought not only to increase the 

flexibility—the amount of change in fiscal policy—but also to improve 

the sensitivity—the speed at which change becomes effective. 

(b) Redistribution of income* The power to tax, spend and borrow 

is also the power to redistribute iacoiae among Individuals in the society. 

To what extent this is desirable and what the limits to such action may be 
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(c) Promotion of specific economic ffoals. There has been 

increasing use and increasing pressure to use the fiscal powers to prooaote 

specific economic goals* There are sound reasons for excluding normal 

depreciation and depletion from the tax base* but percentage depletion and 

rapid amortisation are granted prijaarily as special fonas of subsidy* IMs 

type of subsidy, through tax exemption, is beginning to spread to other 

areas such as education and social security* Whether this is an efficient 

aeans of achieving specific economic goals should be studied. 
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